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a b s t r a c t

In Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA), the concepts that services can be discovered and
application can be composed via service discovery bring great flexibility to application
development [Y. Chen, W.T. Tsai, Distributed Service-Oriented Software Development, Ken-
dall/Hunt, 2008, [4]]. Microsoft Robotics Studio (MSRS) is a recent initiative in applying
SOA to embedded systems and one of its key features is its 3-D simulation tool that allows
applications to be simulated before deployment. This paper proposes an ontology-based
service-oriented simulation framework with MSRS by adding a set of ontology systems,
i.e., service ontology, workflow ontology, entity ontology, and environment ontology. These
ontology systems store relevant information useful to compose simulation applications,
and items stored also cross reference to each other to facilitate reusability and rapid appli-
cation composition, This paper then provides a detailed case study on a popular robotic
game Sumobot using MSRS to illustrate the key concepts and how they can support rapid
simulation development.1

� 2008 Published by Elsevier B.V.

1. Introduction

Service-Oriented Computing (SOC) using Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA) has received significant attention as major
computer companies such as BEA [1], CISCO [5], HP [8], IBM [10], Microsoft [21], Oracle [23], SAP [26], and Sun Microsystems
[31], as well as government agencies such as US Department of Defense (DoD) [25]. SOA is characterized by loosely coupled
services, open standard interfaces, service publication, dynamic discovery of services, and dynamic composition using ser-
vices discovered. SOA is being used not only for e-commerce applications, but also for embedded applications. For example,
DoD is developing several large IT projects based on SOA, and some of them for real-time embedded applications. Microsoft
Robotics Studio (MSRS) [22] is another example and this is a recent initiative by Microsoft to incorporate SOA into embedded
system development.

SOA has its own lifecycle models and processes such as IBM Foundation Lifecycle [13], and they are different from tradi-
tional software development processes. As services may be discovered and selected at runtime, it is important to verify these
newly discovered services before they are used in applications. One important verification approach in SOA application
development is simulation. Specifically, SOA simulation is considered a key technique for business modeling and process
management for IBM WebSphere applications [11]. MSRS also uses simulation to verify the robotics application.
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As SOA computation, infrastructure, development processes, runtime environment and model-driven approach are differ-
ent from traditional software, thus SOA simulation will also be different [34]. For example,

� With respect to SOA computation, SOA simulation needs to simulate services, workflows, policies, and collaboration.
� With respect to SOA infrastructure, SOA simulation needs to address SOAP [28], service publishing, discovery, composition,

monitoring, deployment, and possibly even re-composition and reconfiguration. Furthermore, SOA hardware infrastruc-
ture can also be simulated including visualization, HasS (Hardware as Services)/IaaS (Infrastructure as a Service) [17]
or PaaS (Platform as a Service) such as in the Intel SOI (Service-Oriented Infrastructure) project [19,27].

� With respect to SOA development processes, simulation can be used in all the development phases including requirement
modeling, design, code generation, deployment, execution, and monitoring. Specifically, simulation can verify SOA
requirement models, can simulate software designs, can verify the behavior and performance of services and workflows,
can verify the correctness and enforcement of policies [41,42], can simulate the runtime behavior of dynamic collabora-
tions [37,46] and can simulate the performance of runtime SOA monitoring. Recall that SOA software development may
follow different development processes, for example in the IBM Foundation lifecycle model, software development and
execution are modeled in an integrated process model with the execution results providing feedback to the development
activities in a cyclic process. Previously, software process models consider only software development phases [34].

� SOA development is model-driven; however, SOA models may be different from traditional software models. Specifically,
SOA modeling languages may need to model services, workflows, policies, SOA protocols, monitoring mechanisms. Fur-
thermore, once modeled, it is desirable that these models can be used to generate simulation code. One such modeling
language is PSML (Process Specification and Modeling Language) [40] which can model execution processes such as work-
flows, as well as policies, and can be used to generate executable code.

� The SOA simulation infrastructure can also be structured in a service-oriented manner, i.e., each component in the sim-
ulation infrastructure, including the simulation engines as well as the application components and tasks, can be modeled
as services or workflows using various modeling languages.

� New SOA approaches such as cloud computing [6] pose new challenges to SOA simulation. In these environments,
resources owned by different organizations are distributed geographically and interconnected via wide-area networks
or Internet [3]. These introduce a series of problems such as resource management and application scheduling, resource
and policy heterogeneity, fault tolerance. Simulation can play a significant role in cloud computing by simulating its
behavior and performance. The simulation can focus on aspects such as resource scheduling, performance, interactions
among resource brokers and users over a network.

� Another interesting approach is Software as a Service (SaaS) [30]. SaaS allows software access via networks, and software
can be continuously updated so that a user will always use the latest version of the software over the network. Essentially,
a user may be able to make specific options about applications, and the system will return appropriate versions to fit cus-
tomers’ needs. Simulation can play a role in SaaS. Before the software is uploaded in the SaaS site, it can be simulated to
evaluate its performance and scalability. Different workloads and user requests can be modeled to see how the system will
perform in the SaaS environment.

This paper is organized as followed: Section 2 will briefly overview the existing SOA simulation works; Section 3 intro-
duces the MSRS architecture; Section 4 explains the collaborative SOA simulation framework with MSRS; Section 5 uses an
example and simulation result to illustrate the effectiveness of the proposed framework. Section 6 concludes this paper.

This paper is an extension of the paper [38] with more background introduction, and the framework is extended with
collaboration management and change management. This paper also has a new case study to illustrate the entire simulation
process.

2. Previous SOA simulation research

Service-oriented simulation is supported by a number frameworks, including XMSF (Extensible Modeling and Simulation
Framework) [2,47], the simulation grid system Cosim-Grid [20] and GridSim [3]. XMSF creates a modeling and simulation
framework that utilizes a set of web-enabled technologies to facilitate modeling and simulation applications. XMSF involves
Web/XML, Web services, and internet/networking to improve the interoperability. A significant contribution by XMSF is its
web-based RTI (Runtime Infrastructure). Cosim-Grid is a service-oriented simulation grid based on HLA, PLM (Product Life-
cycle Management) [9], and grid/web services. It applies OGSA (Open Grid Services Architecture) [33] to modeling and sim-
ulation to improve HLA in terms of dynamic sharing, autonomy, fault tolerance, collaboration, and security mechanisms.
GridSim is an open-source simulation framework that allows users to model and simulate the characteristics of Grid re-
sources and network. It provides intensive support for grid simulation, such as workload trace simulation, jobs allocation,
and network traffic simulation [3]. However, XMSF, Cosim-Grid and GridSim utilize web services as components in the com-
ponent-based development without taking the full potential of SOA [29].

Other related research includes INNOV8 [12], which is an IBM training simulator. It is a three-dimensional simulation vi-
deo game that puts a business person in a virtual office with the task of constructing an efficient company. SIMPROCESS [32]
is a process analysis tool commonly used to support business process improvement and operations research projects. It
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